
                Physical Anomalies of UFO �s

1) Air friction....at UFO speeds, air friction WILL happen.  The surrounding air heats up and
makes a sound.  But this doesn �t happen with UFO �s and it should, especially at supersonic
speeds near the ground.  A sonic boom should be produced but its not.  Occasionally we hear a
whirring sound but in general, they �re silent, an utterly impossible feature of fast moving aircraft
on this planet, due to air resistance.  Even their engines should make some sound.  

2) Air heating...UFO �s have been clocked at over 25,000 mph in our atmosphere yet they do not
burn up due to the air heating up because of the air resistance.

3) UFO �s change shape, size & color in flight.  They also break up into smaller craft or
recombine several smaller craft into a larger one.

4) They instantly appear & disappear, sometimes in as little as 1/30th of a second (the frame of a
videotape).  Sometimes they slowly fade away leaving a whitish cloud, sometimes they instantly
disappear producing the sound of an explosion.

5) They do remarkable acceleration/deceleration & direction changes at speeds that ought to tear
their craft apart, to say nothing of the UFO passengers.  One UFO was clocked at 16,000 mph
making a 90 degree right hand turn.  The law of momentum applies to anything in this physical
universe, especially our planet.  Anybody inside would be splattered by the walls of the ship. One
UFO was clocked going from 280kmph to 1,800kmph while descending from 3,000m to 1,000m
in one second.  This represents an acceleration equivalent to 40 G �s.  A human can only take 8
G �s in a G suit without blacking out.

6) Sometimes they show up on radar and sometimes they don �t.  Sometimes they show up on
photographic film and sometimes they don �t.  Sometimes they show up on radar on every other
 �pulse � .

7) They have been observed going into the ground.  Other times, they �ve been observed going
into ground only to come out of the ground in nearby places.

8) While on the ground, they are heavy, yet in flight they behave as if they are mass-less due to
their startling departures, sudden stops and right angle turns...almost supernatural in nature.

9) Where are the UFO �s hiding when not manifesting themselves?

10) There is almost no constant design in UFO �s.  Our experience with machines says that its
simpler to design a prototype & copy its main parts, only deviating for its purpose.  All planes
look alike, they only differ due to their purpose.  The idea of some superior civilization building
an infinite number of craft and then sending them to Earth only once sounds unacceptable to any
logical mind.

John Keel says that,  � The statistical data indicates that UFO �s are not stable machines requiring
fuel, maintenance or logistical support.  They are, in all probability, transmogrifications of energy
that do not exist in the same way this book exists.  They are not permanent constructs of matter � .

Physicists Jacques Lematre says that,  �We can consequently conclude that it is impossible to
interpret the UFO �s in terms of material spaceships as we normally think of them. �


